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Abstract 

 The introduction of Windows 8 was a big change for Microsoft’s traditional operating 

system. Microsoft hoped to stream line all their devices to the same set-up and operations. With 

changes to the operating system, one would expect changes to the registry, the Windows logging 

system that records computer functions and user information. The four main registry files: 

NTUSER.DAT, SAM, SYSTEM, and SECURITY, were examined for changes in subkey 

locations and recorded information. A controlled environment was created by following a 

specific plan to generate records in the registry. 

 Based on the examination of the Windows 8 registry, there were not any changes in 

registry locations from Windows 7, based on the examined areas. Some of the examined areas 

did not contain any recorded information but the subkeys were in the same location. However, 

many changes occurred in the recording of user account information. For the first time, Windows 

8 allows either local or online user accounts which made many values in the SAM file change. 

Online user accounts contain more values than a local account, but the number of log-ons are not 

counted. Local user SAM files contain the F value, V value, and password hint like previous 

versions of Windows. The other root keys did not contain any significant changes. Forensic 

examination of the Windows 8 registry will not take any additional education for the examiner. 

Close examination of the suspects user account will be necessary. If the user has an online 
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account, additional steps may need to be taken to prove the user was actually using the system at 

the time of the crime. However, compared to the major overhaul of the operating system, the 

registry did not significantly change. 

Introduction 

 The Windows registry is a hierarchical data base central to the operations of the Windows 

computer system. The registry allows the operating system and programs to access information, 

software, and hardware essential for proper function. Information in the registry includes, but is 

not limited to, the user profiles on the machine, installed programs, programs used to execute a 

particular file extension, and removable media connected to the system. The registry was initially 

added to the Windows operating system with the release of Windows 98. The registry has been 

developed and modified to meet the needs of the system and is stilled used in the newest versions 

of Windows 8. 

 Windows 8 represents a huge overhaul for Microsoft in the look and feel of their 

operating system. With the popularity of touch screens, tablets, and the release of Microsoft's 

line of cells phones, there was a push to have compatibility and make one operating system 

universal to all these devices. With this revolution of the operation system, it should be expected 

that there would be just as many changes to the registry.  

 The most modern version of the registry comes from Windows 7, however the basic 

structure and idea of the registry has not changed since its invention. The top and outermost part 

of the registry are hives which serve as the starting point for the tree structure. There are 6 hives 

in Windows 7: HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT, HKEY_CURRENT_USER, 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE, HKEY_USERS, HKEY_CURRENT_CONFIG, and 
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HKEY_DYN_DATA. However, these files just serve as a way to organize the registry when the 

system is in operation. The registry is generated each time the system is booted. These hives 

serve as a way to arrange the registry the same way each time. This creation process is performed 

by the Configuration Manager. The true registry only exists when the system is on, when shut 

down occurs the registry disassembles and all the information is stored in the registry files. 

 The actual data stored in the registry is represented in files below the hives called root 

keys. The Configuration Manager uses symbolic links to generate the registry by linking hives to 

each other and to the root keys. The root keys serve as the on-disk storage that saves the data 

used by programs in the form of logical files. There are five main root keys within the registry: 

SAM, SYSTEM, SOFTWARE, SECURITY, and NTUSER.DAT. Several other root keys exist 

but do not contain any valuable forensic information or are not stored on the disk. Below these 

root keys are many subkeys that are organized like a file system. Certain subkeys may also 

contain subkeys within themselves. The information that is stored in subkeys are called values. 

The values are known offsets within the hexadecimal data of the subkey. 

 The SAM root key is located below the HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE hive. This key 

contains all the information about the users of the computer, making it one of the most 

forensically relevant registry files. Each user that logs into the machine will be given a unique 

RID, or relative identifier. The admin account will always have the RID of 500. A guest account 

is native to all Windows operating systems with the RID 501. User created user accounts will 

begin with the RID 1001 and increase in increments of one as accounts are created. The RID will 

be written in hexadecimal when viewed in the SAM file. (Figure 1) Within each Windows 7 

SAM user file are the user's F & V values, another way to uniquely identify the user, and the 

password hint for the user's log-on. The properties pane for the SAM file will display the last 
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written time for that account, the user's RID, the actual username of the account, the numbers of 

times logged on, and the last time the password was changed. (Figure 2) These values in the 

properties pane are generated from the F value using known offsets. The SAM file can also be 

used in conjunction with the SYSTEM root key to decrypt user passwords. 

 The SYSTEM root key contains data about the current and previous states of the 

operating system. It is also located below the HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE hive. Significant 

forensic data listed in this area includes the mounted devices, previously used USBs, printer 

information, and the last shutdown time. This key can help the investigator collect all the 

potentially relevant storage devices the suspect might have used. It could also be useful in 

establishing a time line or corroborating a suspect's testimony. 

 Next, is the SOFTWARE key, it includes information about applications installed on the 

computer and how the operating system and files interact with them. The SOFTWARE key is the 

last key under the HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE hive. The Windows 7 SOFTWARE key shows a 

list of installed applications, the last user that logged on to the system, a list of the programs that 

automatically run when the system starts up, and any wireless networks the system accessed. The 

next to last key is the SECURITY file which holds very little forensically relevant material. 

 The last registry root key is the NTUSER.DAT file which may be the most significant 

file because it contains the most information about the users. It is stored under the 

HKEY_CURRENT_USER hive. It is also vital because each user account on the computer has 

an individual NTUSER.DAT file. It contains the user's internet explorer settings, typed URLs, 

most recently opened files and applications, most recently saved files, the search terms the user 

entered on the start menu, and the most recently opened or edited word document. It becomes 
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important to use the NTUSER.DAT to verify the information found in the SAM folder. Also, the 

NTUSER.DAT helps to generate a timeline and prove that a specific user was using the 

computer at the time of the crime, opened a file, or visited a specific website. 

Materials and Methods 

 The registry artifact locations in Windows 7 were previously located, verified, and are 

available in a Quick Find Chart from AccessData. Therefore, the research process will be to look 

at the location listed in the chart, then, a compare it to the location and the type of information in 

that location in Windows 8. A plan was developed before beginning to use the Windows 8 

machine in order to maintain a controlled environment. 

 An 80GB SATA hard drive was wiped clean with a Disk Jockey Pro by Diskology. The 

instrument wipes the disk in two phases. The first, a simple one pass erase and the second the 

NSA standard three pass wipe. This ensured that the disc was free of any coherent data before 

the operating system was installed. The 64-bit version of Windows 8 was then installed on the 

hard drive. Once the operating system formatted the drive for NTFS, the express set-up settings 

were selected. After the operating system was fully loaded, the first local user account was 

created so that the machine would be operational. 

 The operating system was updated through the Windows 8 Action Center. This step was 

taken to make sure the most current version was being used when examining the registry, since 

possible changes to the registry could have taken place since older versions. The native apps and 

programs on the Windows 8 Start screen were updated through the Windows Store app. 

 Windows 8 offers two types of user accounts on the system: a local user account and a 

Microsoft account that requires a connection to the internet and provides extra amenities such as 
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the Skydrive. Once the account is created, it can be switched to the other type of account at any 

time. Four separate accounts were created to test all the types of possible scenarios. The local 

user account Matthew Misde was created first and used as the main research account. The 

Matthew Misde account was used to browse the internet to a specific list of websites available in 

Appendix A. All of the major search engines were accessed and used: Google, Yahoo, and Bing. 

The word green was searched on all three engines and then two individual words were searched 

on each separate engine. The searched terms are also located in Appendix A. 

Another local user account was created, John Smith, and then later converted to an online 

Microsoft account. The third account, Charlie Brown, was originally created as a Microsoft 

account and then switched to a local user account. Barney Stinson, the last account, was created 

and remained as a Microsoft account throughout the experiment. All accounts were logged into 

and out of multiple times. 

 On a separate machine, 12 JPEG images, 3 GIF images, and 3 PNG images were 

transferred to a 128MB Dell NTFS USB flash drive. Two videos, one MP4 and one WMV, were 

transferred to a 2GB Rally FAT32 USB flash drive. Then, both flash drives were plugged into 

the Windows 8 machine, while Matthew Misde was logged in, and transferred to the My Pictures 

and My Videos folders, respectively.   

 On June 3rd, 2013, Charlie Brown was switched to local user account and John Smith was 

switched to a Microsoft account. Both accounts were logged into and out of one more time. 

Then, the test hard drive was removed from the machine. The hard drive was imaged using FTK 

Imager provided by AccessData. Imaging is the process of making an exact forensic duplicate of 

the hard drive. By working off of and analyzing an exact copy, it prevents the original hard drive 
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from being changed. The information is copied from the test hard drive through the use of a write 

blocker which prevents the machine from writing to the test hard drive. At the end of the copying 

process, the copy and the original are confirmed to be exact replicas through the use of hash 

values. A hash value is like a fingerprint for digital items. An algorithm is used to generate a 

unique string of numbers and letters, 0-9 and A-F, which are unique to each piece of data. A one 

bit change to an item of data will change the hash value. Therefore, if two hard drives have the 

same hash value, it can be confirmed they are exact duplicates. 

 The registry files were extracted from the hard drive image. The location of the registry 

files are listed in Appendix C. Once extracted, the registry files were viewed and analyzed using 

Registry Viewer, also provided by AccessData. 

Results 

 As mentioned above, the SAM registry file contains the information about all the user 

accounts on the computer. The registry location comparisons for the SAM file can be seen in 

Appendix B. The accounts on the Windows 8 system and their RIDs were: 500 was the 

Administrator account, 501 the Guest Account, 1001 was Matthew Misde, 1002 UpdatusUser, 

1003 John Smith, 1004 C. Brown, and 1005 was the RID for bstin_000 (Barney Stinson). The 

properties information listed for each user account is the last written time, the RID, the user 

name, logon count, last logon time, last password change time, account expiration time, invalid 

logon count, last failed login time, account disabled, and password required. 

 The information panel for the Matthew Misde account can be seen in Figure 3, showing 

the values with known offsets within the user account registry file. All the values listed above 

can also be seen in the properties pane in the lower left hand corner of Figure 3. The Matthew 
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Misde SAM subkey has 4 values listed: F value, V value, force password reset, and the password 

hint.  The Microsoft account Barney Stinson has 12 values listed, seen in Figure 4. Also, in 

Figure 5 it can be seen that this account has been logged on 0 times, when, in fact, multiple log-

ons took place during the method execution. The John Smith account has 13 values listed in the 

user information, the additional value from the Stinson account was the user password hint, and 

this can be seen in Figure 6. The C. Brown account has 14 values listed which can be seen in 

Figure 7. 

 The SYSTEM key contains information about the current and previous states of the 

system. The information found in the SYSTEM key included the two USB devices plugged into 

the machine to transfer the media files. It was found under the mounted devices value. The Rally 

and Dell USB devices can be seen in Figure 8 and Figure 9. Other values in this location include 

the other mounted hard drives and available empty media drives. (Figure 10)   Also within the 

SYSTEM key is the time zone information of the system. It is important for the analyst to 

understand when files were written to based off the dates and times which will be adjusted to the 

machines time zone settings. (Figure 11) There were not any printers used during this testing, but 

the printer information would also be found in the SYSTEM key.  

 The information about the operating system, such as the owner of the machine, can be 

found in the SOFTWARE key.  Under the CurrentVersion value, Figure 12, the registered 

system owner, the install date, and the current version and type of windows operating system can 

all be extracted. Under the LogonUI value, the last user logged into the machine when it was 

shutdown can be found. That users SID and RID are available under this value as well. (Figure 

13) 
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 The user’s personal settings and actions are stored in the NTUSER.DAT key. The 

program used to execute each file extension is listed in the NTUSER.DAT file. Examples of the 

results can be seen in Figure 14 and Figure 15. Figure 14 represents the program used to execute 

.jpeg files and Figure 15 .gif files. Figure 16 displays the last time the system was shut down in 

the properties pane. Within the Internet Explorer subkey, a list of typed URLs is available. 

(Figure 17) The file locations of the main Windows operating system files, eg. My Pictures, can 

be viewed in the Shell Folders subkey. (Figure 18) The last found result, Figure 19, indicates 

which programs are pinned to the task bar. 

Discussion 

 Each of the four user accounts on the system was set up to produce different results. 

Matthew Misde the local account produced only 3 values in the account subkey, while all the 

other accounts that were a Microsoft account at some point produced 12 to 14 values. This 

makes it is easy to determine when an account is strictly local to the machine. The Misde account 

produced the same values that would have been seen in a user account subkey within Windows 

7. The Barney Stinson account was the only user to remain a Microsoft account throughout the 

experiment and the log-on count was listed at 0. However, the Misde account had the correct 

number of log-ins, so it can be assumed that Microsoft account log-ons are not recorded in the 

registry. When the John Smith account was switched to a Microsoft account the recorded log-ons 

should have ended. Also, the last recorded log-on in the properties pane would be a time close to 

when the account was changed. The last account, Charlie Brown, was converted to a local 

account from a Microsoft account. The first recorded log-on will be after the account was 

switched to a local status. The number of log-ons before being a local account will be unknown. 

The last password change time could show the time at which the account as switched, if the user 
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had not changed their password since then. Also, in the values of the Charlie Brown subkey, 

Figure 7, it can be seen that most of the values do not contain information. This confirms that the 

account was switched to a local account. These values would have contained data when the 

account was a Microsoft account. 

 All the information that was tested for in the SYSTEM key was discovered. Both USB 

drives, the Dell and Rally, were recorded in the mounted drives subkey. The information that 

was transferred from the drives was not recorded. The other drives and drive slots that had been 

used or were empty were also recorded in this subkey.  

 The SOFTWARE key contains information on the state of the operating system on the 

machine. Figure 12 shows the main user account or owner of the machine. This would allow an 

investigator to know which account was used to set up the machine and most likely the main 

account that was used. The version of the operating system currently installed can also be found. 

Another subkey, the LogonUI shows which user was last logged on to the machine before it was 

shut down or since someone else has logged on. This would be extremely important for an 

investigation if all the accounts or user of interest were online Microsoft accounts. This subkey 

could show that an account has at least been logged on once and was the last person to use the 

machine. Even though user created data on the account would prove that it had in fact been used, 

a smart defense attorney could point out the 0 number of log-ons from the SAM file. If the user 

of interest was the last person logged-on, this subkey would overrule the SAM hive. 

 The last key to be discussed is the NTUSER.DAT, which lists the user’s preferences. One 

of the important parts of a media investigation is knowing which programs were used to open 

and view pictures and videos. If a suspect is not using default program, such as VLC, to play 
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videos it could mean the suspect has a higher level of computer competency. Smarter criminals 

are better at hiding evidence and it is important for the examiner to take that advanced 

knowledge into account when processing a case. Also, knowing the executable program allows 

the examiner to look at the most recently opened files by that program. This could prove the 

suspect has watched or opened the files of interest. Figure 12 and 13 display the FileExt subkey 

which shows all the possible file extensions and which programs are used to open them. Figure 

12 is the program identifier for .JPEG files and Figure 13 .GIF files. However, the identifier of 

the program is not linked to any specific program name, at least within the registry itself. The 

default pictures app on Windows 8 was used to open both these file extensions. The program 

identifier in Figure 12 and Figure 13 is the same which leads to an assumption that the identifier 

points to the native Pictures application on Windows 8; but there is not any direct evidence of 

this within the registry. 

 Figure 15 shows the most recently typed URLs. The registry records the URLs physically 

typed into the URL bar in Internet Explorer. Windows 7 typically stores up to 25 of the most 

recently typed URLs. 17 URLs were typed into Internet Explorer during the course of the 

experiment. Figure 15 lists 16 URLs but the bottom two listed were not URL’s typed during the 

experimentation phase. MUVPN was typed to access the internet on the system initially and the 

last listed as go.microsoft.com is always listed even though it was not typed by the user. 

Therefore, only 14 of 17 of the URL’s used in the experiment were present in the registry. The 

possible number of recorded URL’s could have decreased for Windows 8, further 

experimentation would be required. 
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Conclusions 

 The Windows 8 registry has not significantly changed from the Windows 7 operating 

system. More changes were expected with the overhaul of the operating system. However, it 

seems that Microsoft continued to use the same software operations with a big vanity upgrade to 

the look and feel. Still, with the availability of online accounts it could become more difficult for 

an analyst to develop a timeline for the suspect’s actions. Most of the registry remains the same, 

meaning little advanced training required for examiners. With many systems moving to 

Windows 8, the digital forensic analyst will be seeing more and more computers, tablets, and 

phones running Windows 8. It will be important for the analyst to know how to use the basic 

registry and applying these new findings to the Windows 8 registry. 
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Figure 1 - User RID's in SAM File 
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Figure 2 - SAM User Properties 
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Figure 3 - Matthew Misde SAM File 
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Figure 4 - Barney Stinson SAM File 
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Figure 5 - B. Stinson Properties Pane 
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Figure 6 - John Smith SAM File 
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Figure 7 - C. Brown SAM File 

 

Figure 8 - Rally USB 
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Figure 9 - Dell USB 

 

Figure 10 - Mounted Drives 
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Figure 11 - Time Zone Settings 

 

Figure 12 - Current Version 
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Figure 13 - Last Log On 

 

Figure 14 - JPEG Execution 
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Figure 15 - GIF Execution 
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Figure 16 - Last Shut Down 
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Figure 17 - Matthew Misde Typed URL's 

 

Figure 18 - Shell Folders 
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Figure 19 - Programs on Task Bar 
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Appendix A 

 
Typed URLs 

1. CNN.com 
2. NBCnews.com 
3. BBC.com 
4. Kongregate.com 
5. WSJ.com 
6. Foxnews.com 
7. Armorgames.com 
8. Weather.com 
9. USAtoday.com 
10. Accessdata.com 
11. Facebook.com 
12. Marshall.edu 
13. ECU.edu 
14. Yahoo.com 
15. Google.com 
16. Bing.com 

 

 

Searched Terms 

1. Google 
a. Green 
b. Circle 
c. Square 

2. Yahoo 
a. Green 
b. France 
c. Germany 

3. Bing 
a. Green 
b. Chimpanzee 
c. Baboon 
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Appendix B 
  Windows 7 Location Windows 8 Location 

SAM 
Local 
Users SAM\Domains\Account\Users\Names SAM\Domains\Account\Users\Names 
User 
Name and 
SID SAM\Domains\Account\Users\V Key SAM\Domains\Account\Users\V Key 
Last Failed 
Login SAM\Domains\Account\Users\F Key SAM\Domains\Account\Users\F Key 
Last Logon 
Time SAM\Domains\Account\Users\F Key SAM\Domains\Account\Users\F Key 
Last 
Password 
Change SAM\Domains\Account\Users\F Key SAM\Domains\Account\Users\F Key 
Logon 
Count SAM\Domains\Account\Users\F Key SAM\Domains\Account\Users\F Key 

NTUSER.DAT 
File 
Extention/
Associate
d 
Programs 

NTUSER.DAT\Software\Microsoft\Windows\Cu
rrentVersion\Explorer\FileExts 

NTUSER.DAT\Software\Microsoft\Wind
ows\CurrentVersion\Explorer\FileExts 

Typed 
URL's 

NTUSER.DAT\Software\Microsoft\Internet 
Explorer\Typed URLs 

NTUSER.DAT\Software\Microsoft\Intern
et Explorer\Typed URLs 

Task Bar 
NTUSER.DAT\Software\Microsoft\Windows\Cu
rrentVersion\Explorer\Taskband 

NTUSER.DAT\Software\Microsoft\Wind
ows\CurrentVersion\Explorer\Taskband 

Media 
Player 
Recent 

NTUSER.DAT\Software\Microsoft\MediaPlayer\
Player\RecentFileList Not Present 

MRU-Last 
Visited 

NTUSER.DAT\Software\Microsoft\Windows\Cu
rrentVersion\Explorer\ComDlg32 ComDlg32 Not Present 

MRU-
Open 
Saved 

NTUSER.DAT\Software\Microsoft\Windows\Cu
rrentVersion\Explorer\ComDlg32\OpenSaveMR
U ComDlg32 Not Present 

MRU 
Recent 
Document
s 

NTUSER.DAT\Software\Microsoft\Windows\Cu
rrentVersion\Explorer\RecentDocs 

NTUSER.DAT\Software\Microsoft\Wind
ows\CurrentVersion\Explorer\RecentDo
cs 

Typed 
Paths 

NTUSER.DAT\Software\Microsoft\Windows\Cu
rrentVersion\Explorer\TypedPaths Present but empty 
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SOFTWARE 
Last 
Logged on 
User 

SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersio
n\Authentication\LogonUI 

SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\Current
Version\Authentication\LogonUI 

Install 
Date 

SOFTWARE\Microsoft\WindowsNT\CurrentVers
ion 

SOFTWARE\Microsoft\WindowsNT\Curr
entVersion 

List of 
installed 
applicatio
ns to use 
for 
uninstall 

SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersio
n\Uninstall 

SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\Current
Version\Uninstall 

List of 
executabl
es for 
installed 
applicatio
ns 

SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\Microsoft\Window
s\CurrentVersion\SharedDLLs 

SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\Microsoft\
Windows\CurrentVersion\SharedDLLs 

List of 32-
Bit 
applicatio
ns SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\<appname> SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\<appname> 
Installed 
applicatio
n list 

SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersio
n\App Paths\<app name> 

SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\Current
Version\App Paths\<app name> 

Registered 
Owner 

SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows 
NT\CurrentVersion 

SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows 
NT\CurrentVersion 

SYSTEM 
Computer 
Name 

SYSTEM\ContolSet###\Control\ComputerName
\ComputerName 

SYSTEM\ContolSet001\Control\Comput
erName\ComputerName 

Mounted 
Devices SYSTEM\MountedDevices SYSTEM\MountedDevices 
Shutdown 
Time SYSTEM\ControlSet###\Control\Windows 

SYSTEM\ControlSet001\Control\Windo
ws 

Time Zone 
SYSTEM\ControlSet###\Control\TimeZoneInfor
mation\StandardName 

SYSTEM\ControlSet001\Control\TimeZo
neInformation\StandardName 
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Appendix C 
 

Registry Locations 

1. SAM 

a. C:\Windows\System32\config 

2. SYSTEM 

a. C:\Windows\System32\config 

3. SECURITY 

a. C:\Windows\System32\config 

4. SOFTWARE 

a. C:\Windows\System32\config 

5. NTUSER.DAT 

a. C:\Users\<username> 
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